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“ A well-designed Operations Plan is the surest

path to Improved Profitability in 2014 “

Welcome to CostDown Consulting’s white paper ‘2014 Operations Plan‘. This white paper was written
to provide trucking company owners and executives an easy to understand summary of the key steps
required to develop and implement a successful Operations Plan.

A well-designed Operations Plan is the surest path to improved profitability in 2014. It serves as a
roadmap by providing detailed directions to the employees of your organization regarding two basic
questions: Where are we going and How do we get there? The purpose of an Operations Plan is to:
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Where
 Define a company’s annual performance goalsWhere are we going?
 Quantify profitability impact of goal obtainmentWhere are we going?
 Identify ‘Best Activities’ employees should use to make assigned goalsHow do we get there?
 Identify supportive training and financial incentives

summary below outlines the steps required to develop an effective 2014 Operations Plan.

How do we get there?
A CostDown Consulting White Paper. Copyright October 2013.
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INE ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOALS

RN FROM THE PAST

nces are your company has performance goals in place for 2013. Take a look at current progress for

h goal and forecast end-of-year results. For each goal that will be missed, analyze what went wrong.

other words – what are the obstacles preventing your company from reaching each goal? Be

rough and objective in your analysis as the answers will help define specific changes needed to

rove 2014 performance.

t, quantify the ‘profit lost’ impact for each goal missed (Target Performance – Actual Performance).

together ‘profit lost’ results for all missed goals and you will most likely have all the incentive

ded to begin development of your 2014 Operations Plan.

rning from the past also includes looking for success strategies. ‘Like employees’ (driver managers,

minal managers) with the same assigned performance goals will have different performance levels.

ate top performers and use observations and interviews to identify what they do differently.

TIFY 2014 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)

s are those areas of your operations that most impact profitability. In trucking, typical KPI examples

ude: Driver Productivity, Driver Retention, Deadhead Percentage, MPG, Revenue/Mile, etc…

some thought into KPI selection. Many companies use the same KPIs year after year and that could

a mistake. The economic and competitive arenas trucking companies operate in are dynamic and

s need to reflect shifting priorities. For example, in a recessionary economy Driver Retention may not

an important KPI and Revenue/Mile may be a better KPI than Revenue/Truck.

are we going?
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DEFINE ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOALS

ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE GOALS FOR EACH KPI

Baseline current period (2013 YTD or 2013 end-of-year forecast) performance for each KPI selected.

Use the earlier discussed Learn from the Past obstacle analysis and resultant specific-change-in-

operations commitments to provide guidance for establishing 2014 performance goals for each KPI. In

other words, knowing what you will do differently in 2014, how much improvement over baseline can

you expect for each goal?

Establish performance goals for each quarter of 2014, with each goal set slightly higher than the

previous quarter’s goal. The shorter horizons of quarterly goals provide flexibility for making changes in

the event new obstacles impede performance. Additionally, employees are easier to motivate when

supportive financial incentives are paid out quarterly vs. annually.

Where are we going?
QUANTIFY PROFITABILITY IMPACT

FORECAST BOTTOM LINE IMPACT OF MAKING GOALS

As performance goals are being established, quantify the profitability individual goals will have on your

operations. Forecast profitability opportunity at different performance levels (example: goal of $1.41 or

$1.43 Revenue/Total Mile). A Profitability Impact Analysis example is provided on page 4.

Profitability forecasting at different performance levels not only provides the ability to select target goal

performance based on bottom line results, it also allows companies to rank goals so that support

resources can be allocated at greater levels to those with the highest profit potential.

Be careful not to let the influence of higher profitability force the selection of performance goals that

are too aggressive and will not be met. If employees responsible for making a goal believe it to be

unobtainable, their effort levels will diminish.

Where are we going?
How do we get there?
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BEST ACTIVITIES

LEARN FROM TOP PERFORMING EMPLOYEES

Best Activities refer to the most effective processes employees should use to manage goal performance.

Earlier we recommended that top performers within each goal be observed and interviewed to identify

what they do differently.

Those unique management practices along with new process recommendations collected from the

executive group and from known successful competitor or industry expert practices should be

incorporated into Best Activities training provided to the employees assigned goal responsibility.
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How do we get there?
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TRAINING AND FINANCIAL INCENTIVES

SUPPORT EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EFFORTS

If you establish higher performance goals for your employees without providing supporting resources,

your profitability improvement efforts will fail. For an operations plan to be successful, employees

need to be trained on the newly defined Best Activities and, if needed, on trucking fundamentals

(variable cost/mile, incremental revenue, profitability influences, etc…).

Additionally, financial incentives should be offered to motivate employees to provide the extra effort

required for higher performance. Financial incentives should be significant (total annual opportunity of

10-20% of salary) and paid out quarterly to frequently reward and reinforce improved performance.

Keep in mind, the cost of financial incentives are self-funded in that goal obtainment results in higher

profitability, a small portion of which is used to pay your employees.

Look for Out-of-the-Box Solutions

I hope you found our white paper ‘2014 Operations Plan’ of value. Obviously a four page summary of

the required steps to develop an Operations Plan will not be all inclusive. For example, driver incentives

were not discussed but could play a major role in improving specific KPI performance such as MPG or

Driver Productivity.

As you develop your 2014 Operations Plan, encourage out-of-the-box suggestions from every level in

the organization and for every step of the development process. For example, if Total Revenue/ Mile is

a KPI, it may be that you task and base sales personnel financial incentives on shedding specific low-

revenue lanes and receiving Terminal/ Driver Manger ‘network fit’ approval for adding new lanes.

Another out-of-the-box suggestion example is to incorporate driver ‘How to Make Money at XYZ

Trucking’ training into your orientation training program. The training could help improve driver

productivity and possibly driver retention KPIs as higher paid drivers tend to stay with a company.

If you have any questions about this white paper or would like professional help developing all or part of

your 2014 Operations Plan, please feel free to contact me. Thank you.

Contact Information

Joe White
JoeWhite@CostDownConsulting.com

www.CostDownConsulting.com
404.542.3761

About Us: Company Profile

mailto:JoeWhite@CostDownConsulting.com
http://www.costdownconsulting.com/
http://www.costdownconsulting.com/attachments/File/CostDown_Consulting_Profile.pdf
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The table below is an example of a Profitability Impact Forecast by Performance Goal. It is formatted to

provide fleets of different sizes a look at what a representative improvement in industry-common KPIs

might mean for their organization.


